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SIXTH FORM LAND IN THE CAPITAL
This Easter the History and Politics Department took
a group of Sixth Formers on a four-day trip to Washington D.C. The trip was set up to educate the Sixth
Formers on the rich history and politics of the US.
Whilst there is no doubt the trip did that, I’m sure I
speak for everyone when I say we will remember it as
much more than just another school trip.

After that we walked to the Constitution Gardens
where the Lincoln Memorial is placed. We saw quite
a few spectacular structures on this trip, but none of
them blew the group away like the Lincoln memorial,
go to Washington just to see that.
On the penultimate day, there was a visit to the Supreme Court, to the sheer joy of some which included
a fascinating lecture on the workings of America’s
highest court. There was a quick stop in the gift store
where some bought books on famous lawyers and
cases, and others bought ponchos. In their defence it
was a rainy day and they hadn’t brought a jacket. There
was also time to see the Lincoln Memorial once more
in all its nightime glory, before visiting a quartet of war
memorials, all as hard-hitting and as moving as each
other. First the Vietnam Memorial, where their was an
opportunity for Sam Astaire to find his Great Uncle’s
name then the Korean Memorial, made up of life-size
soldier structures. Next was, my personal favourite,
the two World War memorials which was designed as
a ring of fountains, right inbetween the White House
and the Lincoln Memorial. Finally, the Marine Corps
Memorial which was impressive in itself.

On the first day we visited the Capitol Building and the
Library of Congress. I don’t know about you, but when I
previously thought of American architecture, not much
came to mind… I now have a very different view. But
this trip wasn’t about architecture, this trip was about
something deeper - history and politics. The Capitol
Building is where Congress, our equivalent of Parliament, sits every day to discuss whatever Trump has
tweeted the previous evening among other things. The
Library of Congress is well, exactly what it sounds like.
Its modern day version was set up by Thomas Jefferson
in 1815, and is, comfortably, one of the most impressive buildings I have ever seen. The library is made
up of several sections, all centering around a piece of
American history - World War 1, World War 2, Cold War
- you name it, the library has it.
On the second day, the group started off on a more
sombre note, visiting Arlington Cemetery - the largest
military cemetery in the US. The cemetery is also the
final resting place of the Kennedy family, as well as celebrated African American lawyer and the first African
American Justice of the Supreme Court -Thurgood Marshall. In the cemetery is also the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier, which is guarded by soldiers 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.

On the final day, the group made a quick pit stop to
knock on the Donald’s door to say hello, before heading off to the airport and home.
A massive thanks to Miss Adams, Mr Dickinson and
Mr Hine who not only lead the trip superbly, but also
played out their parental roles to perfection - Mother
Adams, Father Dickinson and Uncle Hine.

Will Toeman

Sam Astaire (Upper Sixth) makes a rubbing of his Great Uncle’s name at the Vietnam Memorial
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Nurse’s news
coping with exams
It’s that time of year again!
Nurses don’t want or need to talk to you about what to study or how to study. We’re more interested in helping
you keep fit enough to study and to get through the exam season.
Here’s a few tips.
Eating and drinking
We know we go on and on about it, but a healthy balanced diet is essential.
• Don’t skip breakfast. Cars need fuel, horses need hay, you need breakfast. Make sure that you eat in
the morning. No time? Have a cereal bar and carton of juice on the bus. Or get booked in for breakfast at school. Make sure you have some carbs in your breakfast on an exam day, to get you through till
lunchtime.
• Get your 5 a day
• Get healthy snacks – avoid high fat, high, sugar, high caffeine foods and drinks. You know what they are.
They’re all the things that are nice to eat and drink.
• Stay hydrated. You need 6-8 glasses per day. How do you know you are drinking enough? Your pee
should be light straw coloured.
Being properly fed and watered means extra marks
Get enough sleep
You need 8-10 hours per night. Allow time to wind down before bed – turn of computers, phones and other
electronic devices; put your schoolbooks away; have a bath or shower; settle down in a quiet dark room.
Trying to study all night before an exam will lose you marks.
Exercise
Exercise boosts energy levels, clears the mind and relieves stress.
It doesn’t matter what it is, binding time to exercise, by yourself or with others, is really beneficial.
When it’s all over, give yourself a reward.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Whether you’re a teacher or a pupil you can send in any article for consideration for upcoming
editions. As long as it is well written and engaging the content can be just about on anything,
from a political commentary to your thoughts on the current progress of the England football
team.
There is also an invitation to write a written response to express your personal opinion on any
of the pieces in this issue.
Send in your piece to themillhillian@millhill.school with your name and year group. There will
also be a weekly editorial meeting held in Chemistry 2 at the beginning of Monday lunch which
anyone is welcome to attend.
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ECO SOCIETY & GRIMSDELL
STUDENTS TAKE ON DISPOSABLES

The ‘BOTTLE WALL’
It was soon after World War II that the idea of ‘disposables’ came along. In 1955 Life Magazine revolutionised the game by introducing throwaways that would
liberate the housewife from the drudgery of doing
dishes. After this introduction there was an enormous
surplus which lead to the creation of many products
still used today. However, 60 years on 40 million
tonnes of thermal plastic pellets are now made into
fast track trash and a large, unruly fraction of this plastic waste will flow downriver into the sea. Oceana, the
international governing body protecting our oceans,
estimates that by 2050 there will be more pieces of
plastic than fish in our oceans unless we take action.

On a sunny Tuesday afternoon, with the bottle ladders
positioned on the fence in the Grimsdell playground,
the Year 1 pupils and the Eco Society commenced with
planting an array of colourful pansies into the bottles.
One by one, each Grimsdale Year 1 pupil chose a plant
and judiciously, with the help of a Mill Hill Pupil, planted it in their decorated bottle.
With special thanks to Mr. K Seecharan, Mr. K Dobson, the Year 1 pupils & teachers, what started as an
initial idea came together to become a very successful
project.

‘This is the legacy we are leaving to
future generations. The throwaway society cannot be contained – it has gone
global. All the Kings horses and all the
Kings men … Will never gather up all the
plastic and put the ocean back together
again’

These unsettling facts made us, as an Eco Society, note
that we need to take some practical action and play
our part in both raising awareness and educating people to play their part in addressing the titanic problem
of our seas filling up with plastic waste.
Months of planning, collecting, prototyping and preparing recycled plastic bottles resulted with us arriving
at the idea to create a ‘Green Bottle Wall’. We joined
forces with 55 Year 1 pupils from Grimsdell and set to
work with our goal in mind. Once the bottles had air
dried and a coat of protective spray was applied, the
Eco Society spent hours turning the individual bottles
into ‘Bottle Ladders’ ahead of the next stage in the
process - planting.
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The Eco Society
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what will brexit mean for students?
Yet the unfortunate question must be asked whether the
Conservative government will prioritise our educational
future over control of our borders? Furthermore, university fees could potentially increase, as seen with the Maastricht University in the Netherlands.
By leaving the EU, we will also lose millions of pounds
of funding for our universities. In 2014-2015, the Russell
group received over half a billion pounds from the EU, to
support many of their courses and research. When we
leave, all of that money, which we receive annually, will be
gone. Proponents of Brexit retort this statement highlighting that we will be able to direct the payments previously
paid to the EU to our universities.
Looking further into the future, Brexit may affect job
prospects. Most experts predict a slowdown in the British
economy and even the possibility of another recession,
which would decrease our chances of getting jobs drastically. However, with the economy defying expectations
post the 23rd June could these bleak forecasts be proved
wrong.

Micahel Gove, former Education Secretary and
leading Brexiteer.

On the 23rd of June last year, in a historic referendum, our
nation decided to leave the European Union. For the last
44 years the United Kingdom has been part of the Union,
but that was put to an end when 52% of voters chose ‘out’
instead of ‘in’. With article 50 being triggered recently,
politicians are beginning to debate what our exit terms
will be like and what shape our new laws will take. And
yet throughout the campaign, there was a distinct lack, on
both sides, of how the result will affect the lives of British
students.

A decision made by the nation which will affect our future,
for better or for worse, has been made and there is no
turning back now. Many argue that we now have independence but at what cost? The next two years of negotiations
are to be a long and uncertain path and whether or not
the promises of Gove and Farage will prove true or empty
is yet to be seen.

As a member of the EU, our students have access to a
plethora of opportunities, but all of that has the potential to change. These opportunities are available to both
UK and European students because of the Erasmus programme. This was set up to provide students with foreign exchange options due to cross-border cooperation
between states, with students being able to stay at some
of the top universities for up to 12 months. This gives
students the chance to experience education in another
country, benefiting from a change in culture and a different style of teaching. Erasmus has stated that the current
British students who are taking part in the programme will
not be moved. But how does this affect the rest of us who
haven’t yet gone to university? Erasmus say there will be
no ‘immediate change’ but this statement is ambiguous
at best. No change will be happening just yet – Britain still
has two years to officially leave the EU. But what about
post March 2019 – will British students be cut off from the
Erasmus programme and similar opportunities altogether?
The NUS, the National Union of Students, have advised
that if no form of free movement remains, then students
will have to ‘depend on the visa and immigration rules put
in place.’ Whilst this seems like a bleak prospect, it must be
noted that it is highly unlikely that no form of free movement will exist after Brexit.

Students protesting against the decision to leave the EU
Sophia Lyndon-Stanford
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Mr Frazer reflects on the outcome
of the recent French Election

The past year has not been kind to someone of my
social and political outlook. I’m one of those people
who feels more ‘Londonish’ than English, more European than British. I’m in favour of: openness to the
rest of the world; immigration into this country from
all corners of the globe; social advances like gay marriage; and well-functioning EU integration that allows
Europeans to change places in their land mass, just as
Americans do in the USA.
So my world has been thoroughly rocked by the EU
referendum, and to a lesser extent by the election
of President Trump. Nevertheless, unhappy as I am
about both outcomes, each was the result of a fair
and democratic process. I do think the referendum
was ill-informed but I lay the blame for that less with
the impassioned though misleading Leave campaign,
than with a pitifully lacklustre Remain campaign. David
Cameron, a prime minister who otherwise spoke quite
well for people like me, failed to articulate in any positive terms how our membership of the EU might benefit not just the metropolitan elites but communities
and individuals feeling adrift up and down the land.
I’m well aware of the irony that I now feel as bad as
those people did for years – people who voted Leave
last June. People like me were happily running along
with a vision of the UK that others neither wanted nor
recognised, and now the tables are turned and I don’t
feel particularly at home here – not outside London
and a few other major cities.
This may partly explain why I have been nervously eying the French political scene for the past few months.
For a host of personal and professional reasons, I feel
a lot more kinship with urban France than provincial
England – I lived in Marseille for a while, I’ve spent
further years there if you add up all the holidays and
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school trips I’ve enjoyed, I have a variety of French friends
and in-laws and much of my working life has been about
the interplay between us and French people, language
and culture.
But beyond my issues, the recent French presidential
election has been a third exploration into the tension
between openness to the rest of the world versus a wish
to hunker down and protect, between those who are
confident about the power of the economy to provide
versus those who feel alienated and left behind, between
a vision of Europe as strength in togetherness versus a belief that Europe hinders the national interests of its richer
member states. It has been an election of real extremes,
with candidates from traditional parties (essentially, the
equivalents of Labour and the Conservatives) doing sufficiently badly to be ejected in the first round of voting on
23 April. This created a second and final round on 7 May
between two candidates who have constantly presented
themselves as outsiders to the elite political class whom
French voters have trusted less and less over the past 25
years.
In truth, both Marine Le Pen of the right-wing ‘French
first’ Front National and Emmanuel Macron, who founded
his (newly re-named) centrist, pro-European La République En Marche! movement in 2016, are both astute
political operators. At the same time, both found ways to
reach out to voters who have felt ignored for a generation
by the mainstream parties. As everyone knows, Macron
won the day in accordance with polling predictions –
the frankly xenophobic character of Le Pen’s party and
campaign meant there was a limit to how much floating
support she could ultimately pull in. As well as those who
positively wanted him, a lot of people will have voted
Macron to block Le Pen.
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A large sigh of relief has been expelled all over Europe
because there is a good chance that a Le Pen victory
would have led quickly to ‘Frexit’ and the rapid collapse
of the EU, let alone changing the fundamental nature of
a country that stands so publicly for equality – no matter
how imperfectly that has been working lately. But how
right is it to breathe easy? Macron’s victory may not
be as convincing as it looks. Or, put another way, his
initial success is no guarantee that the lot of the French
people will improve or that Europe will consider the
much-needed reforms for which he has called.

Macron nevertheless represents a big risk for France.
Many commentators have made the point that, at
39, he is France’s youngest head of state since Napoleon. That shouldn’t be an impediment in itself, but
aspects of his background could be, meaning he has
everything to prove in order to show that he can be
an effective politician who can get things done. He has
proved himself to be hugely eloquent, charismatic and
persuasive, but will this be enough?
He has never previously been elected to any office,
such as being an MP, and he moved into political life
from a career in the upper levels of the civil service,
via a period in banking. He served the outgoing administration as Minister of Economy and Finance for a
year, before distancing himself from the Socialist Party
and the hugely unpopular President Hollande. But this
link could come back to haunt him, as could the feeling
that a highly educated sometime banker and presidential staffer from an affluent professional family background is closer to powerful elites than the working
poor, recent immigrants and the unemployed. Through
his campaign, Macron showed a connection to people
in modest or difficult situations, but can he help them
in office?

Macron’s victory is strong in terms of numbers voting:
he won over 20,700,000 votes, with Le Pen polling
10,600,000 – a split of two thirds to one third. The result
reflected some elements of the UK referendum, with
Macron supporters concentrated in thriving urban areas
and Le Pen gaining more traction in the countryside
and abandoned, post-industrial towns. But the 25.4%
abstention rate (adults deciding not to vote) was on
the high side for such a critical election, and the rate of
spoilt or blank ballot papers was very high at 11.5% –
that is a way voters show disapproval by submitting a
ballot paper without a vote for either candidate. These
two numbers suggest there was a sizeable bloc who
didn’t like Macron any more than they liked Le Pen. The
French adult population is around 47 million: about 44%
of those eligible to vote opted for Macron, of whom an
unknown number did so on sufferance because he is not
Le Pen.

Macron’s first big test is right around the corner, with
the legislative elections (France’s general election to
form a parliament) in two rounds on 11 and 18 June.
In order to start implementing his programme, Macron
must be able to work with a majority of MPs who will
vote for his proposals in parliament. He doesn’t really
have a party – La République En Marche! presents
itself as a grassroots ‘movement’ – and, as I write this,
the list of candidates hoping to become LREM! MPs
has just been published. Some are established politicians moving out of the Socialist Party and many others have deep experience in public service although no
direct involvement in politics so far. In a country fed up
with its political class, this could help Macron, but the
drive could be undermined by the lack of serious connection with public life or the lot of ordinary people
evident in some of his other, higher profile choices.
Macron wants simultaneously to reform and heal
France. He wants to improve the way Europe works
and see its benefits felt more widely. All these things
are necessary, and everything rests on the legislative
elections. If he gets a working majority in parliament
– his MPs plus MPs from other parties prepared to
support his agenda – he can hope for a fruitful fiveyear term. But if a majority lies with parties who block
or water down his programme, he is likely to spend his
presidency making elegant speeches that sadly achieve
little.

Mr Frazer
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CAN THE IRANIAN NUCLEAR DEAL SURVIVE
TRUMP?
On the 14th of July, 2015, the Joint Comprehensive Plan
of Action agreement was made between Iran, the P5+1
(five permanent members of the United Nations Security council, plus Germany), and the European Union.
This deal was made to prevent Iran developing Nuclear weapons for the next 15 years. The deal included
removing UN, US and EU sanctions on Iran, unfreezing
over $100bn of Iranian overseas assets, and reducing
Iran’s stockpile of Uranium as well as other key resources necessary to build a nuclear weapon. The deal was
seen as a success by all parties, allowing Iran to freely
trade in the International community, in particular
opening them up to roughly an additional $50bn of oil
sales in the global market, preventing Iran from building
the 10 nuclear bombs that Washington claimed Iran
had the resources to build, as well as restoring crippled
relations between Iran and the West. The IAEA will be
able to monitor Iran’s nuclear power plants within a 24
day notice. If Iran are to break the JCPOA deal, the UN
sanctions are to automatically be put back into place for
10 years, with a potential five-year extension. Although
most saw the negotiations as successful in restoring
International relations, Trump disagreed.

“Iran is playing with fire - they
don’t appreciate how ‘kind’
President Obama was to them.
Not me!”
What did he possibly mean from this? Was this just
another one of Trump’s “unpredictable” stunts? The
truth is, Trump has not actually stated why JCPOA
is “the worst deal ever”. His administration have
come up with a couple of attempts to undermine
the deal, mentioning how US allies like Israel and
Saudi Arabia are concerned that Iran still has the
capability of building nuclear weapons. Technically,
this is true. At anytime, Iran can mobilise and build a
nuclear bomb, but will this ever happen? No. Iran’s
resources such as stock’s of Uranium necessary to
build any nuclear weapon have been reduced by
98%, meaning it will take Iran a lag time of over a
year to build a bomb, giving the UN time to stop
them. As soon as Iran reject IAEA’s 24 day request to
check its nuclear facilities, all previous sanctions will
bounce back into place damaging Iran’s economy.

Leaders seemed in good humour in July 2015 But will the smiles last Trump?
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be slammed back by his counterpart, Mohammad
Zarif, who represented Iran in the JCPOA deal.
“Worn-out US accusations can’t mask its admission
of Iran’s compliance with JCPOA, obligating US to
change course and fulfill its own commitments”

Mohammad Zarif, Iranian Foreign Affairs
Minister

The possibility of conflict between the US and Iran
will dramatically increase. Trump’s recent bombing
of Syria without Congressional approval, and then
a week later doing the exact same thing in Afghanistan, heightens the worry of how much of a loose
cannon Trump is, and what this may mean for Iran.
The US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, has recently, hypocritically accused Iran of “alarming and ongoing provocations” to destabilise countries in the
Middle East, as well as describing the nuclear deal
with Iran as a “failed approach”, only to immediately

The JCPOA agreement was made to restore damaged
relations between Iran and the US, however, Trump’s
Administration have re-created political tension
between the two nations. Trump has indicated that
he will not stick to the JCPOA deal, however, he
may not have the backing he had hoped for. The EU
have warned Trump that if he decided to go back
on the deal and bring back US sanctions on Iran,
the EU would not do the same. The UN have also
not suggested any form of backing Trump, in fact
the P5+1 have also suggested he will not get their
support. Some are worried that this may push the
UK, Germany and France into the arms of Russia
and China, who support the JCPOA deal. So if Trump
does decide to go against Iran, he will have absolutely no International support by the members of the
agreement.
In Trump’s journey to “checkmate” Iran, it is important for us to consider what his true intentions are.
However, as Trump has found with so many of his
other initiatives he may lack the political power to
withdraw from the agreement.

Danny Golizadeh

The turkish problem
On the 16th April roughly 44 million Turks went out
to vote on arguably their biggest political change in
almost a century – changing the constitution that had
been drawn up under the military after their coup in
1980. Polls preceding the event had made it too close
to call, but President Erdogan who had been championing this reform triumphed with 51% of the vote.
This closely fought contest regarded constitutional
reform – its modernisation as supporters would say
or its undermining as opponents claim. It contained
eighteen amendments, which essentially laid out
the abolition of the Prime Minister and limitation of
Parliamentary influence and by extension providing
the President with more power. It gives the President
the right to appoint judges to the highest judicial body
in the country as well as the ability to dismiss Parliament.
Supporters of this reform claim it will provide a
powerful executive which allows more resoluteness
and efficiency – the current system hamstrings the
decision-making and therefore there is a lethargic
approach to legislation.

They argue that given the uncertainty following the
coup and the state of emergency that Turkey is in,
this is an important measure to the benefit of the
country.
Critics believe that it is leaning too far towards a
dictatorship empowering the President, and that this
reform is a means of gaining more power to purge
his opponents. They fear the undermining of the two
other branches of government, giving the President
too much unchecked power.
The result did give victory to the Yes camp, as they
won about 1.25 million more votes than the No
camp. The Electoral Board has confirmed victory for
them, but the result is likely to be contested by the
opposition parties. The Supreme Electoral Council
allowed non-stamped ballots to be accepted but
opponents claim this was invalid.
This reform was put to the people because it could
not get the support of 2/3 of the MPs as is required,
but it shows how Turkey is drifting away from Europe
– once an EU membership candidate they are effectively destroying all chances of ever joining.

Kush Thakrar
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TRUMP’S U TURNS
Has the President betrayed his core support?
The 45th President of the United States was elected
on a promise to clean out the Washington swamp
and put ‘America first’. On a more concrete level Trump pledged to stop intervening in foreign
conflicts, re-establish relations with Russia and
‘repeal and replace’ the Affordable Care Act a.k.a.
‘Obamacare’. However, as the former property
tycoon marks his first 100 days in office he appears
to have shifted away from some of his policies which
made him so popular.

‘Those are my principles, and if you don’t like
them… well, I have others’ – Groucho Marx
Perhaps Trump’s most dramatic U-turn was that of
America’s involvement in Syria and Afghanistan. In
2013 Trump turned to his most beloved twitter feed
in order to encourage his predecessor not to send
in airstrikes in response to the Asad regime using
chemical warfare.

North Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un. In the aftermath
of the airstrike Trump pointed out that relations with
Russia were at an all-time low. But what has changed?
The Asad regime have used chemical warfare before
and Moscow have not withdrawn their support. It is
natural and appropriate for any leader to change their
stance when the facts change but they haven’t. One
possible explanation for Trump’s change of heart is the
declining influence of Steve Bannon, the White House
Chief Strategist. Earlier on in the presidency Bannon
was seen as the mastermind behind many of Trump’s
hallmark policies such as the attempted ban of immigration from 7 majority Muslim countries. However,
having already removed him from the National Security Council and telling the New York Post ‘I like Steve,
but you have to remember he was not involved in my
campaign until very late… I’m my own strategist’ it
appears that Bannon’s role in the administration may
be short lived.

‘AGAIN, TO OUR VERY FOOLISH LEADER, DO NOT
ATTACK SYRIA – IF YOU DO MANY VERY BAD
THINGS WILL HAPPEN & FROM THAT FIGHT THE
U.S. GETS NOTHING’
Trump then went on to insist that if Obama was to
send in air strikes then he would require congressional approval. On the 6th April the new Commander
in Chief decided without congressional approval to
launch airstrikes against the Asad regime. Trump’s
supporters if nothing else are loyal and have defended him almost as if he was a football team. For many
however, this proved to be a step too far with the
President receiving abuse off twitter questioning him
as to why he had done what he had promised not to
and heckled others for contemplating to do so.
The question as to whether or not to intervene in
Syria goes hand in hand with relations with Russia
who support the Asad regime. When a presidential
nominee Trump repeatedly praised Putin as a ‘very
strong and smart’ leader and dismissed those who
advocated less cooperation with the Russians as
‘stupid people or fools’. As one would expect Moscow were less than pleased with the air strike, a
commentator on Russian state television even went
so far to say that Trump posed a greater threat than

Jared Kushner , senior advisor to Trump (left) and
Steve Bannon, Chief of Staff (right)
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‘Frenemies’? Chinese leader XI and President Trump share an awkard handshake when they met in April.
his own party and the new bill was withdrew from
the senate floor, before it was defeated. A similar
chain of events followed the attempted implementation of the halting of immigration from 7 majority
Muslim countries, although this action was prevented by the courts not Congress. As promised Trump
has increased the military budget and emasculated
the Environment Protection Agency, however all in
all Trump’s legislative programme of yet has been
distinctly unstartling. In fact, Trump’s ‘U turns’ and
failures to implement landmarks policy may in fact
not be a signifier of a more presidential, moderate
Trump but rather of his incompetence as a politician.

Instead Trump has begun to rely increasingly upon
his son in law Kushner as well as Defence Secretary
General James Mattis. Both of these figures are distinctly less ideological than Bannon, who is intent on
bringing down the establishment, and may have stolen Trump’s ear. Rather more cynically could Trump’s
shift in direction be a distraction from claims that his
campaign colluded with Russia.
Almost in parallel with Trump’s declining affections
towards Russia, the President has also had a change
of heart with regards to his feelings towards China.
Throughout the campaign Trump was damning over
China’s interference in America accusing the Chinese
of being ‘currency manipulators’ and committing
economic ‘rape’. In his early days as President, Trump
seemed to hold fast to his tough stance on China
by accepting a call from Taiwan, defying the ‘One
China policy’. What President Xi did to alter Trump’s
ill feeling toward China remains to be unknown but
the turnaround is startling. After the meeting Trump
talked up the possibility of a trade deal, retracted
his claim that China were currency manipulators
and even went so far to say the two men had ‘great
chemistry together’.

In summary it is too early to tell how closely Trump’s
campaign rhetoric will shine through in his actions
as President. However, there are signs that Trump is
pursuing a more moderate and less isolationist path
especially when it comes to foreign policy. Furthermore, the declining influence of anti-establishment
ideologues such as Steve Bannon with Trump turning
to more pragmatic advisors such as Kushner and Mattis could highlight that Trump’s campaign talk could
be just that: TALK, leaving many loyal supporters disappointed. Or perhaps the stature of the oval office
has caused Mr Trump to find some ‘other’ principles.

When it comes to domestic policy what the Trump
administration has NOT done is far more telling than
what it has. Consistently on the campaign trail Trump
pledged to ‘repeal and replace’ Obamacare. Although the 45th President did pass an Executive Order
beginning the process he was halted by members of

Reuben Brown
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MAY’S CALCULATED PLAN
Was Theresa May’s support for remain
solely strategic or was it heartfelt?
Although this pledge to reduce immigration might
have just seemed like a ploy by the Tory elite to
prevent a growing tide of UKIP support, Theresa
May really did support this particular cause, as she
demonstrated in a speech in 2015 where she said
how mass immigration was making it “impossible” to
build a “cohesive society” a quote which could easily
have originated from Nigel Farage.
So why then would someone who so closely identifies with Brexit causes and has previously come to
blows with the European human rights courts, which
are closely related to the EU, campaign for remain?

Theresa May was critised for not taking a more
active role in the Brexit campaign.
As home secretary at the time of the referendum on
Britain’s membership of the EU, and for six years prior,
many of Theresa May’s issues with and opinions on
the European union were regarding immigration, a
large concern in the campaign to leave the EU. This
was echoed in the Conservative party 2010 manifesto’s
pledge to “reduce immigration to the tens of thousands”; a pledge which was quite obviously unachievable, whilst Britain was part of a union of free movement in which such great wealth inequality was present.

The answer to this can be found by looking at the
fate of other prominent Tories who supported
Brexit.The best examples being Boris Johnson and
Michael Gove both of whom now have a tarnished
public image, even if their campaign did win. After
looking at the demise of these two, we must then
bear in mind Theresa May’s strategical nature,
most recently shown by her decision to hold a snap
election, repealing her predecessors fixed term
parliaments bill. It can then become clear that Theresa May’s decision to back remain was not one of
personal politics, but a strategic decision that she felt
gave her a chance of being leader of the conservative
party and champion of Brexit if Britain did vote to
leave.

Freddie Stoutzker

the merchant of venice
The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare is a
criminally under-appreciated piece of the Bard’s work
as it is often overlooked in comparison with other
Shakespearean comedies such as ‘A Midsummer Night’s
Dream’ and ‘Twelfth Night’.
The main plot is that a Merchant owes goods to a Jewish
man named Shylock, and because the Merchant doesn’t
pay up in time, Shylock decides he wants to take flesh
from the body of the Merchant.
Shakespeare’s use of Shylock as an antagonist made
me curious. Whist it was funny to poke fun at my own
Jewish heritage, I could certainly recognise a number of
Jewish stereotypes thrown about in the play. As a result,
there were certainly mirrors into the world of Shakespearean England through Shylock and the way he, as a
Jew, was treated.
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Shylock is often defined by his Judaism. This makes
me wonder, as a master of social commentary, was
Shakespeare joining the band wagon of anti-Semitism in Tudor times, or not? It’s not known whether
or not Shakespeare was an anti-Semite, but in all
honesty it’s completely plausible.
Even so, The Merchant of Venice is a comedy after
all, and the play took place before Oliver Cromwell allowed the Jews back into the country. So it’s
extremely possible Shakespeare’s representation
of Jews are simply for comedic effect. But not for
Jewish people. Where were the Jews that could
enjoy the play at the time? Spain, Holland, Poland?
Most certainly not London. Whilst he may not have
been promoting anti-Semitism, he most likely did not
intend the play to be ever seen by a Jew.

But possibly the most subtle and largest reason
that points to Shakespeare’s anti-Semitism is
the ending of the play. I am not going to spoil
it because the whole point of this review is for
you to go and see the play and develop your
own views. However, what should be known
is that it involves someone losing his or her
Jewish identity by force.

Was Shakespeare using anti-Semitism as a
political satire? Or was he simply disagreeing
with the idea of Jew’s being demons, and
therefore portraying Shylock as the true protagonist. There is no doubt he was a horrible,
greedy and bitter man but was the bitterness
to do with the way he way was treated by society? Is he bitter because he is a Jew, or bitter
because of how he has been a treated as a
Jew? Chicken or egg?

As a member of the Jewish community who
actually had the pleasure of seeing the play live
at The Globe, the ending is possibly the section
that has weighed the most on my mind more
than anything I’ve ever seen. But this ending,
the forcible removal of a person’s Judaism, was
not the end to a horror, or a thriller, but to a
comedy. And a Shakespearean comedy at that.
It’s not known for sure, but was a man’s loss of
Judaism funny back in the 1600s?

That’s why The Merchant of Venice is such a
good play, it leaves so many questions unanswered. It makes the audience think. And not
just about Shakespeare’s views on Judaism,
but on his view of Tudor society as a whole.

Oscar Isaacs

‘GET OUT’
The target of Peele’s irony is brave. Liberal
white people are probably quite a sizeable
chunk of the movie’s audience, but he asks
them to do some self-examination, to poke
beneath the surface. He suggests even when
you swear you treat everyone the same, there
is difference, because the experience of a black
person is different from that of a white person,
or any person of any skin colour. This film is
very, very funny in parts and always entertaining. Its primary function is as a horror movie
with shades of comedy, and it succeeds. A lot
of its deeper messages, which you could pick
apart, only really come to the surface in thinking about it after. 4/5

Get Out follows Chris (Daniel Kaluuya), a young
black man meeting his white girlfriend Rose’s
(Allison Williams) parents for the first time. As
much as Rose says otherwise, Chris worries
they’ll be uncomfortable around him, due
to his skin colour. In a sense they are, in that
they’re so keen to broadcast just how totally
fine they are with Chris, by introducing race in
a positive light into almost every conversation.
The two other black people in the house, servants, seem to have nothing to say for themselves and move silently about the house late
at night. Rose’s family friends seem extremely
keen to get to know Chris. Something is absolutely not okay.

Grace Kindall
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An Afternoon with Fritz

We discuss life in the army, his work in high class protection and career as a DJ

How did you get nickname?
So when I first joined the army, the other lads
realised from my last name that my Father was
German, and I’m very proud of that, so they nicknamed me ‘Fritzy’ and it just stuck. Even when I
got married I made sure it was on the certificate.

Did you always want to join the army?
No, I started off in the legal world but I got bored
of that very quickly, there has to be more to life
than that. Like I said my Father was in the army
so it seemed like the normal thing to do. I wanted
to be in the Navy at first but that didn’t work out.
I ended up joining the 3rd Battalion The Queens
regiment as a combat soldier.

What was your main role in the army?
From 18 I was stationed in Northern Ireland and
was there for several tours. We were there at the
beginning, you grow up really quickly when you
are in an environment like that and I have never
forgotten the buzz. That’s the same way I try to
live my life now, you never know what’s going to
happen tomorrow.

What is a career in the army like?
For me was the best thing in the world, it is not
all roses and a lot of hard work but the pride and
respect I get around school is like nothing else.
However, being a combat soldier, especially where
I was stationed, it was very raw and no love lost
but that creates bonds with the people you’re
with. They don’t go away; my battalion even has
our own Hells Angels Chapter which is part of the
Queens Regimental Riders Association. Aside from
that it was just a laugh, if you want a career in the
army that’s one thing you must have; a sense of
humour, I could write a book about all the stuff we
got up to.

What were you like when you were a youngster?
I was really into sports; into everything I could
get my hands on. I went to a sports school and
represented Sussex in a number of sports. I ran for
my Brighton Hove Athletics Club and carried on
my running in the army, running for my Battalion,
Division and combined services, I wasn’t far away
from the Olympic team. That’s also where the
Army was perfect for me, I was able to travel all
over the world competing from Central America to
Africa and beyond.
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Fritz is working to become the oldest DJ in the country, the number to beat is 71
What did you do when you left the army?

How did you get into teaching?

I know you want to ask about my disc jockey
career but to begin with I worked in high class
protection (body guard). I had some great
experiences working annually at the Queen’s
Gala performance, Wimbledon, had a week
with the Spice Girls (they were a nightmare!)
and I’m not name dropping but Eric Clapton as
well.

When I retired I wanted to give something
back so worked at Highgate, Aldenham and
Forest until Dr Luckett offered me a job full
time. Coming to Mill Hill was the best move
I’ve ever made. I like working with kids it
keeps me young, I make a point of getting to
know people, that’s what is so great about
being a cover supervisor, I can suss people out
that’s my advantage. I’m not judgemental, at
the end of the day they can’t shoot me and
they don’t pay for me. I look back and think I
could have done things a different way when I
was younger but I am a strong believer in hard
work and that you make your own luck in life.

Tell us about your alter ego ‘DJ Fritzy’
When I came out of the army I got a business
certificate and started working as a disc jockey.
In 1992 I became professional working in clubs
around Covent Garden. I did that for 13 years
but eventually got bored. I’m into house and
drum & bass music but that no longer became
a challenge because everyone is always asking
you to do the same songs etc. I still enjoy, and
do it semi-pro as I wanted to focus on the CCF,
Security and enjoying life. I’m trying to become the oldest DJ in the country but he’s 71
and I’m a long way off that yet.

Away from the decks what is your favourite music?
I like all kinds to be honest but my favourite
music, is probably the house type music which
is easy to mix but recently I’ve got really into
drum and bass. I’m not a fan of angry boys,
Eminem is one thing but not convinced about
the others, the old days are still the best! My
favourite artists and influences are Status Quo
and Amy Whinehouse.

What’s your best floor filler?
Let me tell you about the philosophy of getting
people dancing, you HAVE to get the girls
dancing, you get a few blokes, but you have
to read the location and the people there. You
need to know your locations and especially
your music, I’ve done 1920s and a Scottish gigs
amongst the many.
[Points at the computer] I don’t use any of
that, people want to see people working.
That’s why it’s called the ‘Fritzy Albrect Disco
Show’ you don’t just get the music and lights,
you have to have a personality.

Sophie Fresco, Reuben Brown
& Freddie Stoutzker
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CULTURAL
The xx - “I See You”
There can be no band that has been imitated as
often in the last few years but few others come
close to producing the slick, evocative, sounds
that permeate I See You. The xx are an important
and necessary band. I See You is a paradoxically
reassuring album and sets the bar very high for the
musical year.

With vinyl sales hitting a twenty year high there is
something strangely satisfying about an album that
is in many ways a throwback: ten tracks clocking in
at a nudge under forty minutes. The classic formula. But then the xx are in many ways a timeless
band. They neatly bridge the gap between urban
edginess and commercial appeal. They soundtrack
hipster pop-up caffs but at the same time can be
found fighting their way to be heard amidst the
torpor and tedium that is daytime Radio 1.
With Jamie xx (nee Smith) now a star in his own
right after 2015’s genre-hopping In Colour album,
he is here reunited with his erstwhile bandmates.
The result is haunting and minimalist pop which
looks set to propel the band to even dizzier
heights. Lyrically ambiguous and ambitious, it is a
work that packs an unnerving, emotional punch.
It seems to pose as many questions as it offers
answers.

Anderson .Paak and the
Free Nationals “Malibu”
For all those who are starting to believe funk and
soul is losing its place in the limelight, .Paak’s
“Malibu” has ensured that the genre not only will
live on, it will continue to flourish and develop in
conjunction with modern music. He commented in
an interview after the album’s release that his aim
was not to simply “to not just redo a Stevie Wonder tune or a James Brown tune” but to combine it
with “white alternative rock songs that [he loves]”;
an aim he meets with ease. The “Free Nationals” are .Paak’s accompanying band who are the
backbone of each track, consisting of a Keyboard,
Guitar and Bass player; .Paak plays the drums and
sings. As with every legendary soul artist, difficult
past experience is what gives the music its power
and fuels it with conviction; .Paak is no exception
to this rule. Having seen both his parents and
stepfather incarcerated by the age of 18 and then
enduring homelessness with his wife and son after
being released from his job at a marijuana farm,
it is obvious from the sincerity in his voice-“When
I look at my tree, I see leaves missing, genera-
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“I See You” by the XX was released in January
2017
Mr Bingham

“Malibu” by Anderson Paak was released in
January 2016
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CORNER
tions of harsh living, and addiction” - that he is no
stranger to pain. This is reflected in his incredibly
powerful voice which he is able to use seemingly effortlessly; a trait recognised by established
producer Dr Dre, who signed .Paak after hearing
his track “Suede” from his project with Knowledge.
“Malibu” is Anderson’s most complete musical
project to date, receiving a surplus of critical acclaim, and entirely captures his emotional journey to this point in his life. Tracks such as “Come
down” and “Heart don’t stand a chance” echo the

same spirit of soulfulness and funky swagger heard
from some of the genre’s legendary predecessors;
the J.B’s and D’angelo to be exact. Without fail,
whether it be a gentle nod to “The Bird” or a united, animated groove to “The Dreamer”, every track
from “Malibu” will resonate with your soul and will
make you bop to each funky rhythm.
Top tracks: Come down, Heart don’t stand a
Chance, The Season/Carry Me, The Dreamer, Room
in Here, Put me thru.

Kendrick Lamar “DAMN”
music in people’s lives and how it is an artist’s duty
Quite literally, DAMN. is the reaction provoked by
Kendrick’s 4th studio album. Having already sold
to convey a meaningful message in their music,
over 600k copies in the first week and receiving a
and not simply create music for profit. He expresses his love and devotion for Hip-Hop in the track
barrage of perfect reviews and scores, it is becoming increasingly harder not to include Kendrick in
‘ELEMENT’- “I’m willing to die for this s**t, I’ve
done cry for this s**t”- and we are reminded that
the discussion regarding who is Hip-Hop’s G.O.A.T
his fame hasn’t made him forget those who still
(Greatest Of All Time). Whereas “To Pimp a Butterfly” focused on addressing racial and social probface the problems Kendrick once faced “[he] don’t
to it for the gram (Instagram,) I do it for Complems within society as a whole, “Damn” is much
ton”; his music
more self-reflective project that
is to support and
motivate those
concerns Kenfrom the comdrick’s position
in rap culture
munity he came
and the issues
from, not for
personal wealth.
he tackles every
day; the issue of
In ‘DNA’ he
makes a powerful
fame; the issue
statement about
of African-Americans trapped in
African-American heritage and
an endless cycle
encourages all
of poverty; of
fame defining
African-Americans to resist the
someone’s selfprejudice within
worth. However,
what makes the
society and to
maintain a ceralbum so powtain standard of
erful isn’t just its
lyrical content,
integrity, shouting
at the start of
innovative flows,
soulful melodies
“DAMN” sold over 600,000 copies in its first week of release. the song “I got
or its flawless
royalty, got loyalty
inside my DNA”.
production. It is
Kendrick’s ability to voice the struggle of an entire
Kendrick’s love and devotion for Hip-Hop as an
art form which makes him the most prominent
people and his constant effort to fight political injustice in society is why he will be recognised, and
artist at the moment. His passion is supported
already is, as one of the greatest musicians in the
by an equally impressive team of producers who
merge Hip-Hop with trap, rock and soul to create a
modern era.
unique sound which serves as the perfect founTop tracks: DNA, PRIDE, ELEMENT, DUCKWORTH,
dation for Kendrick’s style of direct address. In a
HUMBLE, XXX. FEAT. U2.
recent interview he talks about the importance of

Tai Judge Turnbull
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CHUCK

Chuck Berry was one of those rare characters
in history that had such a profound effect on
the music world that it would be impossible to
visualise what state it would be in without his
influence. Berry was more than an innovator,
more than a creator, he was the Adam and
Eve, he was the Supreme Leader, he was the
Founding Father, he was God of the beautiful
craft that is Rock N Roll, the era-defining genre
which kick-started a youth focused musical revolution. Berry’s musical legacy is undoubtedly
one of legendary status. However it is most unfortunate that bar Berry’s musical aptitude, his
life was marred by controversy. His career was
littered with lawsuits, prison time and perversion. Therefore the question should be posed
should Chuck be remembered as a legend or a
loser?
It is important to establish a brief context.
Berry was born in St Louis to a middle class
family and had an upbringing that allowed
him to pursue his interests of photography,
carpentry and music. Despite his middle class
background, when Chuck was 17, he and
some friends found an abandoned pistol in a
car park, and what can only be described as
an unhealthy combustion of youthful energy
spurred them to go on a robbing spree. This
earnt Chuck a penalty of 10 years. Strangely,
the prison was the first place that Chuck made
a musical impression when he formed a singing
quartet that the authorities allowed to perform
outside of the prison. Chuck was released after
3 years and formed a band that played locally
in St Louis where he earnt acclaim for his live
performance.

LOSER OR A
As his name grew, Berry embarked on road trips to other
states and met a famous blues musician Muddy Waters
who referred him to Chess Records. There Berry wrote and
recorded ‘Maybellene,’ his first number one hit, which is
often dubbed as the first rock n roll song. Berry continued to
combine Blues and R&B sounds and in 1958 he released his
career defining ‘Johnny B Goode.’ As music transitioned to
something different in the 60s Chuck’s career began to slow
despite his influence still being strong with John Lennon
claiming that ‘if Rock N Roll had another name, it would be
Chuck Berry’ and countless bands such as The Rolling Stones
still covering his music. Though Chuck no longer recorded
top hits, by directing his music at the youth, which was unprecedented, Chuck changed the musical landscape forever.

Chuck Berry was sentenced to 10 years in prison at the age of 17

Chuck Berry’s signature ‘Duck Walk’
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Berry’s musical achievement was certainly unparalleled,
but his personal behaviour tarnished and tainted his name.
Whilst the armed robbery that took place earlier in his life
could have been seen as an accidental product of an overly
zealous bohemian lifestyle, his later crimes suggest that
Chuck was not in fact a nice man or a good one.
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BERRY

MUSICAL LEGEND?

In 1979 Chuck pleaded guilty to tax evasion
charges, which admittedly isn’t so surprising
considering the modern standards of celebrities.
His last controversy and perhaps his most sexually
depraved was when he was sued by women who
claimed he had installed a camera in the ladies
toilet, a case which he settled.

In 1959 Chuck was accused of having sexual intercourse with a 14 year old Native American girl that
he had transported from a reservation, which by
modern standards would make him a paedophile.
In 1961 Chuck was sentenced to three years in
prison for the crime. After his release from prison
his personal reputation began to deteriorate with a
catalogue of successfully selling but poor live performance where he used unrehearsed local bands
as his backing. In fact, during this tour in which he
played with The Rolling Stones, Chuck allegedly
punched Mick Jagger for playing with the string on
his Gibson, suffice to say he was truly a bitter man
after his second prison spell.

So it is clear that Berry was certainly not a nice man
by any standards, but what effect will this have
on his legacy? To be blunt, absolutely none. The
reason is that Chuck became famous because of
his music, not because of his personality or even
the strange duck walk he often did on stage. So
when the odd punter claims that Berry should be
remembered in a disgraceful manner like Jimmy
Saville, I would remind them that, whilst his crimes
were inexcusable, there is no crime so dire that will
change the music he produced and or affect the
influence he had. The underlying point is that nothing outside of the music can change the root quality
of a song, so for right or for wrong, Chuck Berry will
be remembered as a legend.

Louis Zenios

Famous friends, Paul Simon, Leonard Cohen, Keith Richards and Chuck Berry. (From left to right)
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THE OLD FIRM:
A HISTORY OF HATRED
The Old Firm derby is arguably one of the most violent, hostile and exciting fixtures in sport.

So, they seemed to be pals – what could’ve happened to spark hostility? The politics of Celtic were
associated with Irish Home Rule politics and revolutionaries, and these groups represented the views of
most of the displaced Irish living in Glasgow. One of
the most famous examples of Irish pride exhibited
through Celtic football can be seen by the traditional flying of the Irish national flag at Celtic Park.
The Celtic team symbols and gear also includes Irish
emblems such as the shamrock, much to the disliking of many Scots (especially Rangers supporters)
who find this to be in poor taste for a Scottish team.
Such an embrace of Irish culture provides many
Celtic supporters an outlet for an expression of their
heritage but does little to endear them to the rest
of their adopted country. And often, you find one of
the other Scottish teams supporting the two giants.
For example, Hibernian are staunch supporters of
Celtic and the two often help each other financially
through the sale and loans of players. Ross County
often do the same for Rangers.

The rivalry between Celtic and Rangers goes far
beyond the normal boundaries of football rivalries.
It goes beyond the geography of the North London
derby and the battle for success between Manchester United and Liverpool. It has become a proxy war
between the Catholic, Irish settlers and the original,
Protestant dwellers – who can claim the right to control city? But it has become about much more than
bragging rights.
The history of this derby runs deep in the veins of
supporters of both teams. In fact, for the first 16
years of Rangers’ existence, Celtic Football Club did
not even exist. When Catholic priest Brother Walfrid founded the club in 1888, they were invited by
Rangers to inaugurate their new ground at Parkhead.
Celtic won 5-2, but it had seemed that a great friendship had been established; and both sets of fans
had a mutual respect – despite their obvious fierce
disagreements. However, come the 20th century,
the violence and aggression started to set in. In the
1909 Scottish Cup Final between the two sides riots
ensued. However, both sets of fans actually joined
together to set fire to the pay boxes at Hampden
Park.
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In 1888, Rangers waded into the political fray
departing from its apolitical beginnings by electing
John Ure-Primrose as the club’s patron. Ure-Primrose, who later became chairman of Rangers, was
an anti-Irish, anti-Catholic politician; who “helped
identify the club purposefully with the unionist case
against Irish Home Rule,” in direct opposition to the
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political leanings of Celtic. This identity became so
ingrained in the culture of Rangers that the team did
not field any Catholic players of note until the signing
of Maurice Johnson in 1989 – over one hundred
years after Ure-Primrose’s association with the club
began. Ure-Primrose was also responsible for linking
his club with the Orange Order, an unashamedly anti-Catholic organisation dedicated to a united Britain.
Even today, Rangers supporters are still associated
with the Orange Order, as evidenced “in a common
repertoire of songs, tunes, and emblems.” In 2003,
the club actually introduced an orange kit, which
went on to become one of the best-selling uniforms
in Rangers history.

fans invaded each-other’s areas and starting battering each-other. It was a miracle that nobody was
killed, but 11 people were hospitalised after the affair. Rangers supporters have brought fines for poor
fan behaviour down upon their team. But Celtic
crowds are no less guilty of boorish behaviour. Celtic
fans have drawn fines for pro-IRA chants and for
disrupting ceremonies meant to honour veterans of
“English” wars – and always mar a minutes silence
for the fallen soldiers of armistice day by singing
anti-Protestant and anti-Monarchy songs.

The deep nationalist and religious differences between the supporters of the two sides has created
an often toxic environment of dislike when added to
the general passions and hotheadedness that surround the game of football (particularly in the United Kingdom). The long-term success of both sides
has also meant that the stakes for Old Firm matches
are especially high; League and Cup titles are often
on the line and victory for one club can come only at
the expense of the other. Fans on both sides have
become notorious for sectarian, intolerant chants
and songs at matches. It is not rare to see violent
behaviour exhibited by supporters before, during, or
after matches between these two teams. However,
the 1978 torching is the most famous act of terror by
an Old Firm group. A group of Celtic fans arrived at
a Rangers pub after a defeat in the Old Firm match,
and torched the pub “in the name of Bloody Mary”
killing 53 Rangers fans in the blaze.

But not all products of the intensity of the Old Firm
rivalry have been negative or violent. Matches
between Celtic and Rangers have produced some
of the best football moments in the game’s history.
The 1957 League Cup final saw Celtic pull a massive
upset over a heavily favoured Rangers squad and
come away with a resounding 7-1 victory. Rangers
clinched the 1999 Scottish FA title with an equally epic 3-0 victory over their rivals which was also
their 100th league victory over the Hoops. On a
more unifying note, both clubs have also joined
together in recent years to work against the effects
of sectarianism not only in the sporting realm, but
in everyday Glasgow life. Celtic began “Boys Against
Bigotry” in 1996 and Rangers followed suit in 2003
with “Pride Over Prejudice” (since renamed “Follow
With Pride”). These programs work in conjunction
with the Scottish Parliament to curb bigotry within
the ranks of the clubs’ supporters, with the hope
that the positive effects will spill over into the wider
Glaswegian and Scottish communities. Though there
is still much work to be done, these programs have
won acclaim throughout the European sporting
community and inspire hope for an eventual end to
sectarian discrimination in Scottish sports and daily
life.

Ultimately, both sides can be equally guilty of rampant intolerance.

They are notorious for songs such as “The Billy Boys”
- where they refer to the Celtic fans as “fenians,” - as
well as chants of ‘F*** the Pope and renditions of
the famous song “The Sash. They have hung effigies
of the Pope at Ibrox, carrying out an explicit sexual
assault on a child pageboy. This was in retaliation to
the allegations of the paedophilia of Catholic priests.
This sparked a riot in the stadium and the two sets of

Joshua Koffman
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THE LIONS SQUAD
Has Gatland picked the correct 41 men to beat New Zealand?
The squad is selected from players that represent
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland. The Six Nations
(the equivalent of the football European championship) as well as player’s club form has been crucial to
Gatland’s selection.
As difficult as picking a Lions squad is there are a number of players who I feel have been unfairly omitted.
The first player who everyone was quick to notice
hadn’t been selected is Dylan Hartley, the England
captain, who led the Eddie Jones side that won back
to back Six Nations titles. However, Hartley’s form
both in the Six Nations and for Northampton in the
Premiership has been less than imperious. I do believe
that Hartley is a good leader and a warrior on the
field for England, but if Gatland doesn’t want him as
his skipper he is no use to him; so in this case Gatland
made the correct call.

On the other hand, two players who definitely deserved to
be on the plane to New Zealand are Greg Laidlaw and Joe
Launchbury. There is no doubt the squad is harsh on the
Scottish who finished in 4th in the Six Nations and had the
same points as France and Ireland who finished 3rd and 2nd
respectively. Laidlaw when fit was a crucial player in the
Scottish camp and captained the side. He was also recently
been transferred to Gloucester were he has performed
well. Joe Launchbury is the most surprising player Gatland
has missed out and I can’t understand Gatland’s reasoning
for not selecting him. The English second row was awarded the best player in this year’s Six Nations a crucial player
for the Premiership high flyers Wasps. Controversially I
would even go so far to say that Launchbury should be
in that squad over Maro Itojie who although being an exciting young player did not shine in the six nations, albeit
playing 6 rather than his preferred second row position.
Although I am disappointed that some players have
missed out there are also players that I can’t wait to
watch play in New Zealand. If I is was to pick one forward
and one back that I was excited to watch it would be
two English players in Mako Vunipola and Owen Farrell.
Vunipola has been a completely transformed player since
Eddie Jones took over as England coach and has given him
a confidence not seen under his previous England coach,
Stuart Lancaster. Many commentators have even suggested that he could be pushing for the title of the best loose
head in the world, and hopefully he can continue to be
as attritional on the pitch during this tour. Farrell I believe
is also contending for the best back in the world and the
clash between him and Kiwi 10 Beauden Barret should be
fierce. He is a crucial player for England and for Saracens
when he is playing well his team follow suit.

Lions Coach, Warren Gatland

My Lions Starting 15
1 Mako Vunipola

9 Connor Murray

2 Rory Best

10 Jonatham Sexton

3 Dam Cole

11 Liam Williams

4 Alun Wyn Jones

12 Owen Farrell

5 Maro Itoje

13 Jonathan Joseph

6 Sean O’Brien

14 Anthony Watson

7 Sam Warburton

15 Stuart Hogg

8 Taulupe Faletau

Unlucky Joe Launchbury in training for England
William Eglen
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